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Ought’s 3rd album titled “Room Inside the World” is absolutely fantastic. 2018 so far has been a little bit dry from an alternative perspective, but this is the first Indie album of this year that is an actual competitor. From start to finish this album has everything an Indie rock fan could possibly want. Fantastic vocals, great guitar work, and interesting instrumentals. Tim Darcy’s voice is unique and he makes sure that every track sounds a little bit different. For example, in track #2 “Disgraced in America”, Darcy changes up his singing style about five times. It is absolutely refreshing and a great change to most of these one tone singers now a day.

“Room Inside the World” is an awesome album for anyone who really needs to scratch their Indie itch (like me). If you need an album to listen to as you walk around campus, then look no further. This album will guarantee trigger some thoughts that lied dormant in your mind. If you are a fan of Alternative music, Indie, and artistic vocalist’s that changes up his or her singing style every 15 seconds, then I definitely recommend checking this album out.

Sounds Like:
iceage
Savages

Recommended Tracks:
#2 Disgraced in America- This is probably the most popular song on the album. Darcy really utilizes his unique singing voice in this song.
#4 These Three Things- I love the instrumentals on this track. Also kind of has a Tears for Fears vibe to it. Neat.
#5 Desire- A nice slow song that mostly relies on vocals. Also, half way through the song has a very small guitar solo that sounds pretty nice.
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